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significant loss of capacity, which can,
however, be prevented or reversed by
appropriate measures. The low reaction
rates result in low efficiency, which can
be increased by operating at elevated
temperatures between 50-80°C. The low
reaction rates result in low efficiency. The
energy efficiency is approx. 60-70%, but it
should be noted that energy efficiencies
must be considered in connection with
the application. The potentially low
investment costs of the battery, together
with compensation for losses from
low-cost renewable energy, can result in a
lower levelised cost of energy than other
storage technologies. In the last 10 years,
research and commercialisation activities
have increased, albeit at a very low level.

Vanadium redox flow batteries

and elemental iron is deposited on the
negative electrode during charging
and dissolved again during discharge.
The challenges with this battery are the
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At about the same time as NASA’s
developments came to an end, the
University of New South Wales conducted
investigations into vanadium ions as an
active material for redox flow batteries.
Maria Skyllas-Kazacos et al finally found
the possibility of using four different
oxidation states on carbon electrodes
in fundamental electrochemical

hydrogen generation at the negative
electrode and the low reaction rate
of Fe/Fe2+ at the negative electrode.
The generation of hydrogen leads to a

JOIN THE CLEAN ENERGY STORAGE REVOLUTION
XRG is a technology company developing
customized clean energy storage solutions.
XRG utilizes vanadium redox flow battery
technology powered by its own supply chain.
XRG mitigates the cost and carbon footprint
and more than doubles the power and energy
density of competing technologies.
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Infinite scalability
Modular assemby

Most efficient integration
with renewable technologies

"Plug & Play" Flexible
power & capacity

Non Flammable
Low temperature & pressure

Low cost and sustainable
Infinite electrolyte reuse

More than 100,000 cycles
100% Depth of Discharge "DOD"
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